Lightning Talks - Illuminate me about MIS, but make it quick

March 26, 2015 from 6:30 – 9:00 pm

An opportunity to enhance the dialog of our MIS community members in Memphis!

PROGRAM FORMAT
- Twelve MIS faculty, students, board members, and friends will each give a 5-minute, passion-packed presentation about what MIS means to them.
- Then following the talks, each speaker will host a table for a more in-depth discussion of that subject.
- The rapid-fire surge of ideas, stories, and engagement will follow a format of 20 slides that auto-advance every 15 seconds.
- Audience members will learn, laugh, and be inspired.
- On top of all the enlightenment, we'll offer drinks and appetizers.
- Networking starts at 6:30 pm, the talks start at 7:00 pm, and break out table discussions at 8:00 pm.

PROGRAM LOGISTICS
Event will be at the UofM University Center Ballroom C. Attendees from industry are asked to make a $20 contribution to the MIS Foundation account and we will provide a parking pass for the Zach Curbin garage.

DEPARTMENT OF MIS AT FOGELMAN
For more information visit us online at http://www.memphis.edu/mis/ or 901-678-4813

RSVP by March 12th at FogelmanMIS@memphis.edu

Supported by the Center for Information Technology Management